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This door chime mechanism is the first of its kind! Featuring the most advanced customizable features on the market, the LA600WH offers MP3 upload capabilities. Now,

you can program any song or sound to announce that someone is at the door.

Molded plastic cover is paintable to blend perfectly in whatever room you mount it in

High quality digital audio sound, with 128MB of memory, provides lots of space for you to upload a variety of songs or sounds that will ring out with clear, crisp
audio you will enjoy for many years

Audio controls allow you to select the volume desired and a 5, 10 or 20-second or full song operation time to create the perfect chime without the need for
additional software

Wired or wireless installation choices make this an easy new or retrofit install for your home; perfect for multi-level homes

Operates with wired or wireless College Pride pushbuttons, or even your current doorbell, so you can create the chime set-up that works for your lifestyle

Wireless range of 100 feet gives you many options for mounting locations, based on where your main and side doors are; installs in less than 15 minutes in
most applications

Chime mechanism ships with 8 pre-loaded sounds – Westminster, 2-Note and Single-Note sounds in a choice of tones so you can select just the right one
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LA600WH
Universal Wired/Wireless MP3 Doorbell Mechanism, 6”w x 9-
1/2”h x 2-1/4”d in White
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